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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid”

SECTION B

Admissions
policy sparks
concerns
By CHAD GALLAGHER
Administration editor

invited to stay to listen to songs and
poetry written by people who have
been assaulted that tells their story of
violence and how it affected their lives.
Thursday’s march was a timely
event considering the public outcry for
stiffer laws on violence against women
– a topic that has been scrutinized
lately due to the abuse of Nicole
Brown Simpson by her ex-husband
O.J. Simpson.
Walker said the Simpson case was
not the main issue that gave rise to the
march; however, the Simpson trial
brought an awareness of the issue of
violence to the forefront of people’s
minds and helped women come
forward and speak about being
victimized.
“(The trial) encouraged a number of
women to come forward and get help,”
Walker said. “This is a people issue

The effects of the implementation of a new
academic admissions policy that will allow nontraditional students another avenue for acceptance to
Eastern has sparked concern by several university
personnel.
Concerns were raised by faculty that the policy was
not properly reviewed by different committees before it
was ratified by the Council on Academic Affairs.
“It seems to me that the Enrollment Management
Advisory Committee was designed to help us model
our student body as to how we want it to be,” said Tim
Shonk, committee chair. “It makes me wonder about
what the committee is supposed to be doing (because)
the policy never even came to us – it was read in
somebody else’s minutes.”
The Adult Student Admissions Policy, approved at
the Sept. 7 CAA meeting, will allow students who have
never attended college but have graduated from high
school more than five years ago to be admitted to
Eastern on a conditional basis, even if their high school
records do not meet admission standards.
Lou Hencken, vice president for student affairs, said
the policy is open to people statewide but not all
applicants will be accepted, and those accepted are on
a conditional basis.
The conditional basis in the policy, which goes into
effect in the fall of 1996, requires students to fulfill 24
hours of prescribed curriculum before their status is
evaluated by standards for student retention.
Faculty Senate member John Allison said he was
concerned that the policy was approved without review
by the Enrollment Advisory Committee.
“The standard procedure is that policies effecting
enrollment management go through the enrollment
committee, which can then forward it to CAA,” Allison
said. “Otherwise there is no reason for the committee
to exist.”
“We would all support it more if we were assured
the Enrollment Management Advisory Committee had
control and not leave it up to the discretion of
administrators,” said Gary Aylesworth, chair of the
philosophy department.
“We also need to know more specifics – like just
who are the people in mind (for admission under the
policy),” Aylesworth added. “If it is (intended for)
staff, I think the entire faculty will be behind it, but if
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TETSUYA KIKUMASA/Staff photographer
A group of about 225 students and community members marched through the campus Thursday night to protest domestic
violence and sexual assault. Most of the “Take Back the Night” participants were females who wanted to show support for
assault victims.

Students ‘Take Back the Night’
Candlelight march focuses on domestic violence
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Activities editor
Support for victims of sexual assault
was the main emphasis of a campus
demonstration Thursday when about
225 demonstrators participated in the
“Take Back the Night” march –
designed to raise awareness about
sexual assault against women.
The participants, most of whom
were women, met at the Campus
Pavilion and marched across campus
with candles chanting “End violence
now, Take back the night.” and “No
means no.”
Barbara Walker, associate professor
for health studies, said turnout for
Thursday’s march was the largest ever
for the annual event.
Bonnie Buckley, director of the
Sexual Assault and Counseling
Information Services, said she hopes

the march will help educate others
about the problems that occur – even in
small towns such as Charleston.
The march was a peaceful way for
students and community members to
increase awareness about the problems
of sexual assault and send the message
that violence should be stopped,
Buckley added.
Buckley said she wants the streets to
be safe so “nobody, not a man, not a
woman, not a child will have to worry
about violence.”
Jimmy Stamper, one of the few
males involved in the march, said
women see a need to improve campus
safety.
“I have a couple girl friends who are
totally scared to walk around campus
and I think that’s wrong,” Stamper
said. “I don’t know any guys who are
scared to walk around campus.”
After the march, participants were

Student Senate seeking to open teacher evaluations
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor
The Student Senate sent a letter
to the Faculty Senate asking for
feedback about the effects of
making teacher evaluations open
to the public.
Rick Tucker, chairman of the
academic affairs committee of
Student Senate, said his
committee sent the letter to invite
the Faculty Senate to give their
opinions on opening faculty
evaluations to students.
Kelly Brown, also a member of

the academic affairs committee,
said the committee has researched
other Board of Governor ’s
schools to see if and how they
open teacher evaluations to the
public.
“We’re still waiting to hear
from Western to see how they do
it,” Brown said.
The committee is hopeful that
public evaluations will help
students understand the different
style among teachers.
“This will allow students to
find out about the teacher ’s
individual teaching style so they

can benefit from taking the class
as much as possible,” said Amy
Decker, student body vice
president for academic affairs.
“(We want to do this) so that
students can find out a little about
teachers when they make their
schedule.”
Tucker said he is beginning to
contact teachers to get ideas about
the proposal. The committee
plans to meet with the Faculty
Senate on Tuesday to further
discuss the effects of opening
teacher evaluations to the public.
“I feel teachers are pretty open

minded,” Brown said. “I’m not
sure of what kind of reactions
we’ll get.”
Hal Nordin, a professor in the
economics department and
faculty senate member, said most
faculty members will not look
highly upon opening teacher
evaluations.
“Most faculty believe that’s
private business,” Nordin said.
“It’s usually kept secret within the
department.”
Nordin said the teacher
evaluations are normally only
seen by the department chairman

and are used in determining
tenure and other areas of faculty
evaluation.
Brown said Tucker originally
proposed to open the evaluations
last spring but has been focusing
on the project for about the last
four or five weeks.
Tucker said he would like to
see the evaluations made public
by next spring semester.
“I don’t think it’ll be actuated
this semester,” Tucker said. “I’d
like to see the process and outline
by the time I leave senate in
November.”
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Hostile Reynolds
begins prison term
“This is the first day of the rest of
my life.’”
The rest of Reynolds’ day was to
be spent at the Joliet Correctional
Center, where he was taken after
his court appearance. There he
traded his blue business suit and
white shirt for a yellow jumpsuit
and was assigned to a cell.
Brian Fairchild of the Illinois
Department of Corrections said
Reynolds would be sent to another
prison for the remainder of his term
within a few days.
Adam said he was confident
Reynolds would be kept safe from
gang members. As a congressman,
he had been critical of gangs.
Reynolds was sentenced to five
years in prison after his Aug. 22
conviction on charges of having
sex with an underage campaign
worker, obstructing justice and
attempting to possess child pornography. With time off for good
behavior, he could end up serving
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know why they’re in college.
“If students are not qualified to
take Eastern courses, it will show
up after 24 (course) hours,”
Midkiff said.
Hencken said the policy was
designed to offer an alternative to
particular people who may not
have intended to go to college five
years ago.
“If we have 10 (people use the
policy) in a year, I’ll be surprised,” Hencken said. “I think
that (the policy) will help the university – we are a public institution made to serve the needs of
the state of Illinois.
“People mature at a different
rates, and this is an opportunity
for a few people to succeed.”

pen to us, so we’re really helping
ourselves,” Murley said.
Walker said Eastern’s campus is
typical among college campuses,
where one out of every four
females are assaulted or attempted
to be assaulted.
“(Eastern) is right in line with
national statistics,” Walker said.
Nicki Polka, a senior elementary
education major, said she was not
surprised at Eastern’s high assault
rate because it is not a topic that
most people discuss freely.
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that involves all people.”
“A number of participants (in
the march) are people who are victims themselves,” Buckley said,
adding that the march was key for
these women to begin the healing
process.
Julie Murley, a participant in the
march, said she was more than
happy to march in support of sexual assault victims, because she has
known people who have been
assaulted.
“It’s a good cause. It could hap-
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about it.”
Eleanor Midkiff, a CAA member, said the policy will allow
some people a second chance to
get an education.
“(The policy) gives the opportunity to a lot of people who
maybe have never thought of
going to college and didn’t take
the (Scholastic Aptitude Test) or
college prep courses,” Midkiff
said.
“I am impressed in general with
non-traditional students and this is
what this policy is designed to
attract,” she added. “(Non-traditional students) are very highly
motivated people who work their
tails off and often do better than
traditional students because they
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CHICAGO (AP) – Former U.S.
Rep. Mel Reynolds walked into the
Criminal Court Building snarling at
reporters and photographers
Thursday and left quietly in the
custody of sheriff’s officers, a convicted sex offender headed for
prison.
Defiant to the end, Reynolds told
a photographer who stepped on the
back of his shoe, “Do that again
and you’re going down.’’ On an
elevator, the 43-year-old, one-time
Rhodes scholar made a crude suggestion to a reporter and said, “Go
ahead, take notes, write that
down.’’ His tension plainly eased
inside the courtroom. He chatted
quietly with his wife, Marisol, then
took a seat with his attorneys,
chuckling with them until his case
was called.
“His spirits are very high,’’ Sam
Adam, one of Reynolds’ lawyers,
said. “He’s one of those people
who gets up each day and says,
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United Way rep: City Council
should learn more about charity
By SHALANDA HEDRICK
Staff writer
Charleston City Council members should be better educated
about the United Way services
because they represent local city
agencies, said Cate Borzi, local
representative for the United Way.
Borzi said city employees do not
have any payroll deductions for
charity, an issue that should be a
staple for cities. She added it
should be the employee’s decision
as to whether or not their $3 will
go toward the United Way or
another charity organization.
“If you commit that three dollars
to the community it turns into
$144 over the course of a year,”
Borzi said. “You put that across

1,000 people and you are looking
at some very good help for these
agencies.”
The issue concerning city
knowledge of United Way came
up after Borzi, an associate campaign director for the United Way,
asked council members at last
Tuesday’s meeting to authorize a
recommended payroll deduction of
$3 from their salaries to go toward
the United Way. She also requested
to be allowed to educate city
employees about United Way on
their lunch breaks.
Borzi said her goal is to try to
educate the employees, not to
sway or force their opinions. She
said she wants to see a payroll
deduction instituted and have
direct contact with employees to

show them how important their
donations are.
The United Way is a fund raising group for local charitable agencies combined through a total of
25 separate organizations. Among
these 25 agencies are the Salvation
Army, Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts
of America, Camp New Hope and
the Charleston Civic Association.
According to Borzi, Mayor Dan
Cougill is in the process of arranging for her to meet with city superintendents about how to educate
their employees on United Way
and what it offers.
“When you have three dollars
that you can use for a magazine or
a pack of cigarettes...we don’t even
think about it when we buy those
kinds of items,” Borzi said.

Voter registration deadline Saturday
By BRIAN HUCHEL
City editor
The deadline for Coles County residents to register to vote in the Nov. 7 election is fastly
approaching as Saturday marks the last day to register.
Coles County Clerk Betty Coffrin said the
Coles County Clerk’s Office, which usually is
open for registration until Oct. 9, will be closed in
recognition of Columbus Day.
“We will be open Saturday from 9 a.m. until
noon to give people an opportunity to register to
vote,” Coffrin said. “Mattoon and Oakland offices
will also be open Saturday at the same time.”
Although it is the last day, Coffrin said she is
not expecting an onslaught of people to register
Saturday morning. In fact, Coffrin said she has not
noticed an excessive number of Coles County residents registering over the past week.
Individuals registering must bring two forms of

identification showing their name and Coles
County address. Eastern students living on campus
can use their student IDs for the fall 1995 semester
to prove that they live on campus.
Coffrin said she is not expecting the close registration deadline to be the biggest problem for voters. It is the new “motor voter” law that will create
the most confusion, she said.
Under the law, officially known as the National
Voter Registration Act, individuals can register to
vote at driver’s license offices or through the mail.
However, by registering this way individuals
only are eligible for federal elections, not state or
local elections.
“If you used a federal form or your driver’s
license to register, you must register again to vote
in the November and March elections,” she said.
Among the items appearing on the November
ballot are the election of new members to the
Charleston School Board, the Lakeland Board of
Trustees and the Regional Board of Trustees.

Jorns to host brown bag luncheon
Eastern President David Jorns
is hosting his third brown bag
lunch/town meeting of the
semester at noon Monday in the
Rathskeller’s west balcony in
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
“It’s an open discussion for
anyone interested about concerns regarding the university
or community,” said Shelly
Flock, coordinator of media
relations.
Jorns wants to provide the

entire university community and
local residents with a chance to
speak on any issues pertinent to
the area, Flock added.
“The purpose of these meetings is for me to have the
opportunity to chat with folks
who work at the university as
well as students,” Jorns said.
Campus issues such as the
governing board transition, the
naming of Eastern’s board
members and the strategic plan
are likely topics, Flock said.

“I suspect people will be
interested in the new board and
any transition issues that are
relevant,” Jorns said.
The Board of Governors is
set for elimination on Jan. 1
when individual boards will
take governance of the five
BOG schools.
“The president will not have
an agenda – he wants it to be a
free-flowing discussion on campus and community issues,”
Flock said.

Campus Police to get new wheels
Bike patrol plan could be in place later this year
By CASSI CLARK
Staff writer
Campus Police are proposing an idea that will
not only keep Eastern’s campus safer, but also
keep the officers in shape.
University Police have proposed to have a bike
patrol through campus. “Right now we are in the
preliminaries,” said Assistant Chief Kevin
Kersey.
Kersey said the bike patrol will provide
Campus Police with another form of transportation to help patrol inner campus.
“Hopefully it will also be kind of a good public
relations,” he added.
Vice President of Student Affairs Lou Hencken
said what Eastern has now is just officers in squad
cars patrolling the perimeter of campus. The interior is covered by officers on foot, he added.
“The officers on bikes could patrol three to four
times as fast as someone could walk,” Hencken
said.
Kersey said he hopes to have a police bicycle
on campus before the semester is over, before
winter hits.
“I would really like to see it go over. I am
anticipating it,” Kersey said.

For now, there would only be one bicycle
patrolling campus. Kersey said if it proved to be
effective, they would probably look into purchasing more bikes.
If the proposal goes through, the patrol would
be “pretty much all hours,” Kersey said, including
late evenings and possibly early mornings.
“We need to keep officers interested,” Kersey
said. “Some have expressed interest, otherwise
this wouldn’t be effective.”
Hencken said Eastern was rated the safest campus in Illinois according to a book that came out
earlier this year. He said the campus is safe
because Eastern has excellent lighting and great
patrolling by officers.
“The bikes would be an extra safeguard to help
the students,” Hencken said. “Even though our
campus is the safest, students don’t need to take
unnecessary risks.”
Schools like the University of Illinois in
Champaign and University of Notre Dame in
South Bend, Ind., already have police patrolling
their campuses on bikes. Hencken said these
schools were consulted and the responses to bike
patrols were positive.
“Everywhere we checked we got a positive
response,” Hencken said.
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University Theatre
presents

An Evening Of
One-Act Plays
Featuring

THE MAD
DOG BLUES
A play by Sam Shepard

Directed by Brad Pugh

with

A S IS
A play by William M. Hoffman

Directed by Chris Pomeroy

8:00 PM OCTOBER 6 & 7
2:00 PM OCTOBER 8, 1995
on the Mainstage, Doudna Fine Arts Center

FOR MATURE AUDIENCES ONLY
Please Join Us After Each
Performance of As Is for “Talk
Session” with the cast and crew.
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Simpson verdict
challenges nation
to do much better
Previous “trial-of-the-century” cases have been
at the Supreme Court level – changing precedent
and reshaping conduct forever.
But the crime of the century will never reach the
Supreme Court. Correct or not, O.J. Simpson’s
acquittal for the murders of Nicole Brown Simpson
and Ron Goldman will hopefully change forever
some of the social ills plaguing our society.
Jurors said Wednesday they acquitted Simpson
because of racist police who lied and used bad evidence, as well as sloppy detective work.
“It was garbage in, garbage out,” juror Lionel
Cryer said about the prosecution’s case.
But what isn’t garbage
is the way people have
reacted. Reaction to the
verdict is split along racial
lines. Seventy-five percent of whites said the verdict was wrong and 78 percent of blacks said it was
right, according to a CBS News survey.
These statistics – and the evident reactions on
campus – indicate the nation has left much unsaid
about the issues of race. Many in California’s black
community said this was a victory against racism.
In many ways, they are right.
Hopefully, police departments all over the country will understand that racist conduct by police
exists and needs to be addressed and used as cause
for dismissal. Hopefully, people will see the
amount of damage racism has caused: mistrust,
injustice and hopelessness.
But even if this case was a victory against
racism, it was a loss for the issue of domestic violence. The inaction by the L.A. Police Department
in past instances of abuse between Simpson and his
late wife show that people still don’t take spousal
battery seriously.
Some think the nation has lost because of this
trial. But, in the long run, the criminal justice system, media, race relations and domestic violence
will win. The scrutiny and public discussion of the
Simpson trial should be used to benefit society.
We need to use the case as a reminder not to wait
until issues like race, domestic violence and police
misconduct reach a boiling point before we address
them.
Whether Simpson is the killer or not, the statement the trial has made is powerful. It begs us to
face uncomfortable subjects, and we must accept
the challenge.

Country needs a new kind of coming out
Homosexuals around the nation
are being encouraged to step out of
the closet next Wednesday and
reveal their true sexual preferences.
And leaders of Eastern’s
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Allies
Union are asking students who
have not publicly announced their TRAVIS SPENCER
homosexuality to step out and be Regular columnist
known as part of National Coming
Out Day.
But some former homosexuals
are turning the tables on the celebration.
Michael Johnston, of Anchorage, Alaska, is organizing the
first annual National Coming Out of Homosexuality Day on
the same date.
“The greatest action we can take this year is to encourage
those who have walked away from homosexuality to come
out and tell their stories publicly,” he said in a phone interview. “I’m calling on the thousands who have turned from
homosexuality to come out publicly and tell their stories.”
Johnston, 35, walked away from the gay lifestyle, but not
before he became infected with HIV, a deadly virus that
causes AIDS.
He was infected in 1986 and then walked away from
homosexuality in 1988. He had been a homosexual since he
was 16 years old.
“When you are faced with HIV, it brings you to a point in
life where you have to ask what life is all about,” he said.
“You either live for feelings or for your faith in God and his
truth.”
In 1989, Johnston founded Keruso Ministries, a Christian
organization based in Anchorage to counsel individuals and
family and friends of those struggling with homosexuality.
While he believes homosexuality is wrong, Johnston said
he doesn’t hate or look down on homosexuals.
“We must have compassion for the individuals,” he said.
“We need to reach out and help them.”

He said anyone who enters the
gay lifestyle has to make a personal decision, but adds that “it’s sickening” that peers would encourage
it.
“I don’t deny anyone the right
to make the choice to be a homosexual, but society shouldn’t promote the decisions,” he said. “Just
like we don’t encourage our
youths to be drunks, we shouldn’t
encourage them to be homosexuals.”
Revealing some of the problems associated with homosexual lifestyles is the main objective of Johnston’s rebuttal to
the “coming out” day.
“People who’ve left the gay lifestyle need to come out and
tell their story instead of people coming out and proclaiming
their homosexuality,” he said.
Even though homosexual acts are no worse than gossiping,
drunkenness or premarital sex, the Bible still labels it a sin
and it needs to be addressed.
People who have walked in those very same shoes should
tell their personal stories about leaving the gay lifestyle. They
understand the situation and can identify with homosexuals.
Homosexuals need to know they can turn away from their
desires. If they could hear true stories from their Eastern colleagues about exiting the gay lifestyle, then they could more
easily walk away from what they are facing.
“It’s long past time for the other side of the story to be
told; the side of desperately lonely people, living desperately
miserable lives and being told that there is no way out but
acceptance,” Johnson said.
So when Wednesday arrives, I hope the day will not only
reveal closet homosexuals, but will also give attention to
those who have walked away.

“While he believes homosexuality is wrong,
Johnston said
he doesn’t hate
or look down
on homosexuals.”

– Travis Spencer is associate news editor and a regular
columnist for The Daily Eastern News.

Editorial

“

today’s quote

In plain English, the glove didn’t fit.
– Brendan Moran

‘Showgirls’ reviewer
missed facts, point
Dear editor:
After reading Adam McHugh’s
review of “Showgirls,” (“‘Showgirls’
can’t be saved by the bell,” Sept. 29), I
questioned whether he watched the
movie or just the plentiful sights in the
movie. He managed to misinterpret the
entire picture and even got the basic
details of the plot wrong.
The film’s heroine, Nomi Malone,
worked at a club called Cheetah, not the
Jaguar. As for saying the main theme of
the movie is “real talent and a heart of
gold will get you a job,” what a joke.
The theme was much closer to money,
power and ruthlessness are the only
things that will make you a success.
In addition, Nomi and Crystal (not
“Cristal”) obviously never had any trust
between them, so it would be hard for it
to “turn ugly.”
While the movie is not going to be a
classic, it is an interesting, complex picture if you look past the nudity. So the
next time a reviewer goes to see a

your turn
movie, make sure he bothers to pay
attention.

Emily Demonte

News doesn’t tell
entire truth in editorial
Dear editor:
This letter is in response to The Daily
Eastern News’ editorial on Sept. 28
(“Vice president no longer serves students’ interests”). While I encourage
everyone to voice their opinion, I also
tell them to tell the whole truth of both
sides of a story before voicing their
opinion. Unfortunately, The News in its
infinite wisdom has failed to do so.
It is a fact that Jason Anselment is the
vice president for public affairs. It is not
a fact that Anselment suggested a 4.3
increase, but emphasized the fact that he
and other persons representing this student body are working hard to find
alternatives to tuition increases.
It is a fact that Eastern’s increase was

the highest of BOG schools. It is a fact
that costs are still less than the other
BOG schools. It is a fact that Jason
Anselment does not have a vote on this
university’s Student Senate and did not
vote as a member of the senate to pass
this recommendation. It is a fact that the
Student Senate passed these recommendations unanimously.
Knowing all this, I would say that
this newspaper is wrong. This tabloid
periodical that you dare call a newspaper blames the vice president for public
affairs for the tuition increase when in
fact the senate members – you know,
these people dutifully elected by the
constituents of the university to represent them – voted for this increase.
I might point out that this newspaper
also receives funding. I would recommend to the senate that they withdraw
any and all endorsements and funding
to The News until such a time it demonstrates to the student body at Eastern
that they can practice what they preach.
It is time for The News to TELL THE
WHOLE TRUTH AND NOT BE
AFRAID.

Dirk E. Skosberg
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Learning the letter of the law

Live Saturday:

“HARVEST”

Students to meet law school reps at U of I

Playing Pearl Jam, Stone Temple
Pilots, REM, and more.

9:30 SHOW

$2.00 COVER

$1.00 Pints
Light, Bud Light,
& Leinenkugels
Friday

Saturday

Several residents along the 2500
block of Woodlawn Avenue woke
up to a surprise Sunday morning
when they discovered their mailboxes had all been mangled.
Fourteen residents reported to
Charleston police that their mailboxes were damaged, apparently
by a blunt object such as a baseball
bat. According to police reports, the
mailboxes were damaged sometime between 11 p.m. Saturday and
6 a.m. Sunday.
In addition to the damaged
boxes, Brett R. Bartlett, of 1406
Kirshire Drive, reported his mailbox was stolen during the same
time frame. His mailbox was later
discovered by police along
Woodlawn Avenue.
One resident along Woodlawn
Avenue reported seeing a pickup
truck with a roll bar over the cab
around the area at 2:30 a.m.
Total damage for the 14 damaged mailboxes and the stolen
mailbox is estimated at $680.
In other campus and Charleston
police reports:
■ Rich Blundy, 21, of
Charleston, was arrested by
Charleston police at 1:41 a.m. at
the intersection of Sixth Street and
Monroe Avenue on charges of driving under the influence of alcohol,
disobeying a stop sign and driving
the wrong way on a one-way street.
Blundy had an alcohol concentration in his blood of more than
.10 percent, the legal limit in the
state of Illinois.
■ Six people were arrested by
Charleston police at 9:11 p.m. last

Police
BLOTTER
Friday at 1806 Douglas Ave. on
charges of the illegal purchase or
acceptance of alcohol. Those
arrested include Jennifer A. Denk,
18, of 1806 Douglas Ave.; Jason N.
Casteel, 19, of Rantoul; Tara M.
Jordan, 19, Normal; Stephanie J.
Mauzy, 19, of Oakland; David M.
Albin, 19, of Champaign; and
Jason D. Mathews, 19, of Oakland.
■ Four people were arrested by
Charleston police for alcohol violations at 10 p.m. Friday at 1515
Ninth St. Those arrested include
Bryon J. Nicholson, 19, of
Addison, on charges of illegal purchase or acceptance of alcohol, the
illegal sale or gift of alcohol and
the sale of alcohol with out a
license; Jason L. Conder, 23, of
1005 Greek Court, was arrested on
charges of the illegal sale or gift of
alcohol to a minor; Michael J.
Alving, 21, of 1515 Ninth St., on
charges of the illegal sale or gift of
alcohol and the sale of alcohol
without a license; and John W.
Ekdale, 20, of 1515 Ninth St. on
charges of the illegal purchase or
acceptance of alcohol, the illegal
sale or gift of alcohol and the sale
of alcohol without a license.
■ Ken Keating, owner of E.L.
Krackers, 1405 Fourth St., reported
a sign was stolen from the outside
wall of the restaurant sometime
either Saturday or Sunday.
The sign is valued at $500.
Keating told police he was interested in pursuing charges if the sus-

pect is found.
■ John William, of 855 Seventh
St., reported someone attempted to
steal his truck sometime 6:30 p.m.
Saturday and 1:30 p.m. Sunday
while parked at his residence.
According to police reports, the
lock in the driver’s side door was
punctured by some kind of sharp
object in a apparent attempt to enter
the vehicle. Entrance to the vehicle,
however, was gained by breaking
the driver’s side window.
Two wires were cut in the ignition in a failed attempt to hot wire
the truck. Damage to the truck is
estimated at $725.
■ Michele A. Hayes, 19, of 1030
Greek Court, was arrested by
Charleston police at 1:05 a.m.
Thursday along the 1400 block of
Fourth St. on charges of illegal lane
usage and illegal consumption of
alcohol.
■ Rita D. Bartelt, 20, of 1030
Greek Court, and Angela K. Vogel,
19, of 522 Lawson Hall, were
arrested by Charleston police at 10
p.m. Wednesday at Spike’s Bar,
102 N. Sixth St. on charges of the
illegal purchase or acceptance of
alcohol and the illegally frequenting a licensed liquor establishment.
■ A bike belonging to Jay D.
Huffman, 22, of 1020 Greek Court,
was stolen between 9 a.m. and 11
a.m. Monday, according to a campus police report. The bike was
parked on the bike rack on the
south side of the Fine Arts building.
The bike was removed by using
the quick release mechanism on the
front tire and leaving the front
wheel and the lock behind.
The bike’s value is estimated at
$400.
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One Large 1-Item Pizza $795
plus tax

Two Large 1-Item Pizzas $1195
plus tax

Crazy Bread & Sauce $1 59
plus tax

Try Our Thin & Crispy Pizza!

LITTLE CAESAR’S
NOW DELIVERS
Special Early Delivery Time Fri.-Sun., NOON!

ARTISTS
NEEDED
To draw editorial cartoons
for the opinion page
of The Daily Eastern News.
DRAWING EXPERIENCE A MUST
For More Info Call 581-2812
and ask for Chris Soprych
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1994-1995 Full Time Students
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W arbler Yearbook
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Mailbox baseball hits Charleston
By BRIAN HUCHEL
and THERESA GAVLIN
Staff writers
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Representatives from more than 50 Illinois and
Indiana law schools will be on hand Monday at the
University of Illinois to field questions for any students
interested in attending law school.
Peter Leigh, Eastern’s pre-law adviser, said Eastern’s
Pre-Law Society is organizing a caravan to Champaign
for any students who want to meet with the representatives. The event will be held from 12 to 4 p.m. in the
lobby of the Krannert Center for the Performing Arts,
500 S. Goodwin Ave., Champaign.
“This is a good opportunity for students in the region
to meet law school admission officers and find out if
they’re really interested in going to law school,” Leigh
said. “Students can learn about the characteristics of the
certain schools and have any of their questions
answered. Basically, all the Illinois and Indiana law
schools will have representatives (at the Caravan).”

The pre-law society will meet at 10:30 a.m. Monday
at the southeast entrance of Coleman Hall with transportation to Champaign.
“This event is open to the public, not just students,”
Leigh said. “I’ve advised everyone from 18-year-old
students to 70-year-old farmers who are pre-law
minors.”
The event is being sponsored by the Midwest
Alliance for Law School Admissions, the U of I
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and the U of I
Pre-law Club.
Leigh said usually about 20 or 30 people meet for the
trip from Eastern, and hundreds are in attendance at the
U of I Caravan. Admission is free.
“If people are really interested in attending law
school, they should take this opportunity to go, because
it only happens once a year,” Leigh said.
Anyone wanting more information can contact Clint
Patterson, President of the Eastern Pre-Law Club, at
348-0428, or Joy Stanten, at 581-3162.

R

By JEFF KELLY
Staff writer

Formerly
“Citizen Kayne”
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Trail grant
to connect
Charleston,
Mattoon
By KATHLEEN MEEGAN
Staff writer
A second state grant has been
approved to construct a recreation trail connecting Tenth
Street Park in Mattoon to a private campground east of
Charleston and the Embarras
River.
Doug McDermand, executive
director of the Coles County
Regional
Planning
and
Development Commission, said
the joint project between
Mattoon and Charleston
received a grant of $61,000 last
Friday.
McDermand said about 90
percent of the project’s budget
is from state grants, including
the latest $61,000 grant that was
issued Friday.
As part of the state assistance, the project has already
received a grant of $501,000
through the Illinois Department
of Transportation.
The latest grant cuts the
amount paid by each city for the
project in half. The budget of
the Coles County project is
$639,000.
“The idea for the trail has
been kicked around for twenty
years,” McDermand said. “It
was in 1993, during the elections, when the mayor picked
up on the idea.”
McDermand said that construction of the trail will begin
sometime next year, and should
be completed late 1997, because
of all the paper work that is
involved.
Despite receiving another
state contribution, the project
still is not ready to begin.
McDermand said several groups
must give their approval before
construction starts.
“The project is still on
review,” he said. “Environmentalists and animal rights
activists must OK the project in
order for the project to begin.”
Once approvals are received,
a final project design will be
drawn and a sub-contractor will
be chosen. Then construction
will begin.
The location of the trail is on
a rail line.
McDermand said since the
land for the trail is owned by
one owner, it seemed like the
most convenient spot for the
trail, adding it is easier to deal
with one owner than a group of
owners.
Last January, there was a
meeting held where residents in
close proximity to the proposed
trail construction could express
their concern about the location
and the building of the trail.
Most residents voiced concerns involving their privacy,
which they believed would be
eliminated with the construction
of the recreation trail.
To resolve some of these privacy concerns, shrubs and other
plants will be planted as a barrier.
“The recreation trail will
have some woodland, and
prairie land throughout the trail,
which will add to the attractiveness of the trail,” McDermand
said.
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Tonite: Lite Longneck 22’s
Only

1

$
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Bottles
Bar Drinks
20 oz. Drafts

345-7849

345-7849
RESTAURANT &
BANQUET FACILITY

1412 4TH ST.
CHARLESTON

16 OZ. LG. DRAFTS $1.50 &MLBL

DAIQUIRI’S $2.25
BAR MIXERS $2.25

LUNCH SPECIALS 11 AM-2 PM

Turkey Sandwich
$3.95
Tuna Salad
$3.50
Soup of the Day-New England Clam Chowder
$2.00 for a Bowl, $1.50 w/Sandwich

DINNER

5 oz. Pork Chop-Reg. or BBQ & Coleslaw $6.50

Visa,
Mastercard,
Discover &
American Express
Accepted

Grinders, your
off-campus study place,
now open daily!

ALL AGES WELCOME BEFORE 9 PM. AFTER 9 PM --21 TO ENTER • NEVER A COVER

UB Comedy Presents:

Ken Groves, Ventriloquist
Don’t forget your comedy
cup $.25 refills on soda!

October 7
10:00
in Rathskeller
Tickets $1 with I.D.

$3 General Public

Last Chance To
Be Part Of The Next
Chapter

✩ ✩ ✩
Sit for your 1996
Warbler Portrait
T o d a y (9 am - 5 pm)
Union Bookstore Lounge
Last Chance To Appear
In 1996 Warbler

✩
✩✩
✩ ✩

✩

Friday Special $1.00 Sitting Fee Discount!
Stop by our photo studio outside the Union Bookstore or
Just Call 581-2812

Sitting Fees are $6 for Seniors & $5 for Others
($5 Seniors • $4 with today’s discount)
(Additional $1 off if you made reservations)

AA.. MM.. SSPPEECCIIAALL• Free Cup of Coffee from
Coffee Express if you sit for a Portrait
between 9 am & 1 pm
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tant one for Eastern, and according to SIU-E’s head coach Ed
Huneke, this game is a must
win for his team.
“This is going to be an important game for us because it’s
a conference game and we need
to win it,” Huneke said.
“But the stakes are going to
be high for both teams because
both of us need this win.”
As for Sunday’s outlook,
Fabiano believes his team has a
chance to turn things around
and possibly end the season on
an upswing.
“Sunday’s game is going to
be a good opportunity to break
out of our losing streak since
we’re on the road and it is a
conference game,” Fabiano
said. “We also have the chance

Sunday’s game
is going to be a
good opportunity to break out of our
losing streak since
we’re on the road and
it’s a conference
game.”
– Troy Fabiano
men’s soccer coach

“

to get on a roll since we play
each team in the conference
again.
“So really we have a chance
to finish the season on a good
note.”

The Weekend Is Always
Special When You Celebrate
By Eating Pizza From:

JERRY’S PIZZA
& PUB
CORNER OF 4TH AND LINCOLN

345-2844
Large Single
Ingredient Pizza
& Qt. of Coke

95
7 95

$
$

95
5 95

Large Two
Ingredient Pizza
& Qt. of Coke

Small Two
Ingredient Pizza
& Qt. of Coke

9

Exp.10/13/95

later to earn the tie.
“They’re a good team looking
to get in the NCAA (Division II
tournament),” head coach Steve
Ballard said. “It was a good outcome for us to come away with a
tie.”
So, the Lady Panthers’ fivegame road trip begins with a tie,
and things don’t get any easier.
The tournament this weekend
boasts some of the top Division
II teams in the region.
Eastern’s opponent Saturday,
UMSL, dropped out of the national rankings last week following losses to Northeastern and
Quincy University. The Rivermen’s record fell to 6-4-1 coming into the tournament, but they
are ranked third in the region.
UMSL’s attack is effective, as

they boast Jenni Burton, the second leading scorer in the nation
with 13 goals and five assists. As
a team, the Rivermen are scoring
over three goals per game, while
giving up only 1.41.
UMSL head coach Ken Hudson notes the importance of this
weekend’s tournament for his
team. “We have a real outside
shot at a tournament, so if we get
some good results and Quincy
doesn’t, we could get in,” he
said.
The Lady Panthers will face
Quincy on Sunday. While the
Hawks took UMSL out of the
rankings, a loss last week to SIUEdwardsville dropped Quincy
from sixth in the nation to 17th.
Quincy’s numbers are impressive as the Bechtold twins (Kami

and Cari) lead the Hawks’ offense. Kami leads the team in
scoring with 12 goals and two
assists, while sister Cari is second with eight goals and two
assists.
Defensively, Quincy is giving
up a grand total of 0.6 goals per
game.
Presbyterian College, ranked
20th nationally in Division II will
also be at the tournament.
The Lady Panthers will have
to continue their recent offensive
production to compete in the
tournament. In the last two
games, Eastern has scored five
goals, as opposed to one goal in
the previous four games.
“If we play our game and play
with our intensity we can win
this tournament,” Ballard said.

Friday $300 Pitchers of
Bud Light, Miller Lite,
& Killian’s Red
•Welcome Sig Pi’s to your Beer
Breakfast Saturday Morning
•Saturday $125 Red Dog, MGD Red
OPENING SOON
Ike’s Basement Rock Bottom Lounge
Book private parties NOW!

“WE GOT WHAT YOU LIKE AT IKE’S”

ON
LINCOLN

$
$

Exp.10/13/95
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25
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ARE YOU READY FOR SOME FOOTBALL?!
~OUR 8 FOOT BIG-SCREEN T.V. IS HERE~
SAN ANTONIO SUNDAYS
DOORS OPEN AT 11:30AM ~ BAR OPENS AT NOON
BLOODY MARYS $200 ~ DOMESTIC DRAFTS $100 ~ SANDWICHES ~ BURGERS ~ 1/2 PRICED APPETIZERS TILL 4PM

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
BUD LIGHT ~ MILLER LITE ~ ICEHOUSE PITCHERS $3
ITALIAN BEEF $2 ~ CHILI $2 ~ FOOD BAR TILL 9PM
You must be 21 years of age to enter the Alamo Saloon.

WE DELIVER 11:00am to Close

700 Broadway East

Mattoon

In the Mall Parking Lot

234-7337
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5-0 Panthers try to break winless streak in Dome
By DAN FIELDS
Associate sports editor
Head coach Bob Spoo realizes
the Panther football team has never
won at Northern Iowa.
But just because his team has a
perfect 5-0 record going into Cedar
Falls Saturday afternoon doesn’t
mean that everything will go perfect against the 2-2 Purple Panthers.
The Panthers have given up
scores toward the end of their last
three games that could have went
either way.
“We have to play 60 minutes of
hard-nosed football,” Spoo said.
“We have to do the things necessary to get us a win.”
Spoo explained that although
most aspects of the team are functioning well, there still needs to be
some corrections made to beat a
team they will most likely never
play again after Eastern enters the
Ohio Valley Conference next season.
In the Panthers’ last game
against Central State, Spoo and his
coaching staff “saw people out of
position (on defense).”
Also, Spoo has noticed inconsistency out of senior quarterback Pete
Mauch that he hopes will be resolved.
“I don’t think Pete’s throwing as
well as he’s capable of,” Spoo said.
“I don’t think he’s playing loose.
We’ve got to be better against the
pass and we’ve got to be better
throwing the ball.”

Eastern at Northern Iowa

TC

(5-0, 1-0)

(2-2, 1-0)

Kickoff - Saturday
• 1:30 p.m. at the UNI-Dome
Radio

• WCAF-FM, 98.5 - Paris
Last meeting
• Northern Iowa won 19-7
last year at Eastern.
Inside the numbers

• Panthers continue to stuff
the run, allowing just 80.2
yards per contest.
Player to watch
• Northern Iowa receiver
Dedric Ward is averaging four
catches a game for 127 yards
and has scored eight TD’s.
Although the Panther passing
game is close to a standstill, the
Eastern rushing game has been
working with relatively few problems.
“That’s been the strength of our
team is the rush,” Spoo said.
This past week, the team has
been practicing at O’Brien Stadium
with music blaring over the speakers to somewhat simulate what the
noise factor will be at the Purple
Panthers’ UNI-Dome – especially
since it’s Northern Iowa’s Home-

coming game.
“In the circumstances of this
game, they will have a packed
house,” Spoo said. “There’s definitely a reason for (the loud music).”
“That’s going to, at first, be a little intimidating,” said defensive
coordinator John Smith. “But there
are guys who have come through a
lot of wars in these five weeks and
who have come through time and
time again.”
Another concern that has Spoo
worried is Northern Iowa’s senior
quarterback Chris Berg.
“It seems like every guy that
steps in there can lay it out long and
drop it short if they have to,” Spoo
said. “They (UNI) don’t skip a
beat.”
“(Northern Iowa’s) passing game
has been a focus this week, because
that’s where we’re weak,” Smith
said. “Our pass offense has been
struggling and in return our pass
defense has been struggling.”
Smith is also hoping that his
squad will shut down the Northern
Iowa offense which outscored
Western Illinois 38-7 in last week’s
Gateway Conference contest with
the Leathernecks. Four of those
touchdowns were scored by wide
receiver Dedric Ward.
“(Ward) presents too much of a
problem,” Smith said. “Western let
(Ward) beat them and we don’t
want that to be a problem. We’ve
got a couple of wrinkles that may
work out against him.”

JOHN COX/ Photo editor
Eastern football coach Bob Spoo addresses the crowd at Wednesday’s
quarterback luncheon. The Panthers (5-0) try to stay undefeated when
they travel to the Universoty of Northern Iowa (2-2) for a Saturday
afternoon contest. Eastern is 0-9-1 lifetime at the UNI-Dome.

Women’s soccer team Men booters head to Edwardsville
continues road trip
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer

By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer
In a year of firsts, Eastern is
getting involved in its first rivalries.
After a 2-2 tie Wednesday
night at Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville, the Lady
Panthers travel to St. Louis this
weekend to play in a tournament
at the University of Missouri-St.
Louis.
During the course of the year,
the four teams in the tourney
have played several games
against each other, and have
taken turns knocking each other
off.
Wednesday night’s game was

quite similar to an earlier contest
between Eastern and SIU-E. As
in Eastern’s 1-0 loss in September, the teams went into halftime
tied 0-0 and it wasn’t until late
in the second half that someone
scored.
Only this time, the Lady Panthers got on the board with a
goal by midfielder Katie Miorano on an assist from freshman
Heather Ory.
But SIU-E tied the game with
six minutes left in the game to
force overtime.
Forward Beth Aussin put
Eastern ahead 10 minutes into
the extra period, but the Cougars
tied the game again minutes
See ROAD page 7A

Playing against Southern Illinois UniversityEdwardsville may be just what the
Panthers need to break out of their
recent slump.
The Eastern soccer team (2-9
overall, 0-3 in the Mid-Continent
Conference) will take on SIU-E
(1-8-1, 0-2) Sunday in Edwardsville. And it seems victory may be
within the Panthers’ reach since
they are playing a team that hasn’t
won since Sept. 4.
Brian Holcombe
But both teams seem to be evenly
matched on paper. Eastern is on a five-game losing
streak while SIU-E is currently in the midst of a threegame slide, with only a tie against Quincy saving the
Cougars from a season-long losing streak.
The Panthers and Cougars have also had trouble
putting the ball through the net this season, and at the
same time their defenses have been anything but solid.
Eastern has only scored nine times this season while

giving up 32 goals while SIU-E has knocked in only
six goals and allowed 26.
Injuries have started to take their toll on Eastern as
goalie Brian Ritschel will be filling in for the injured
Brian Hecht, who separated his
shoulder in Sunday’s game. At the
same time though, Ritschel will be
playing with an injury.
Also, Eric Willson will be sitting
out because of strep throat and
Josh Cournaya will play on Sunday despite an ankle injury.
Despite the injuries, head coach
Troy Fabiano is looking forward to
Brian Ritschel this weekend’s game and believes
that SIU-E is not that good of a
team.
“Their best player is a forward from England –
David Gee – and although he has good skills he is not a
very physical player,” Fabiano said. “Other than him
though, they are weak on the outside and are a team we
can beat.”
Fabiano also said this game is going to be an imporSee BOOTERS page 7A

Spikers return to Mid-Con action with home match vs. UMKC
By MATT ERICKSON
Staff writer
After a brief regression into the realms of
defeat, the Eastern volleyball team will
attempt to again enter the ranks of the victorious against the University of Missouri
at Kansas City at 7 p.m. in Lantz Gym.
After winning four consecutive matches,
Eastern fell to St. Louis University in Lantz
Tuesday. Tonight’s match has more at
stake, though. It will be the Panthers’ second conference contest of the season.
Head coach Betty Ralston said her squad
will need to “increase the intensity level”
from that which was shown in the St. Louis
match.
“We’ve worked on our intensity and also
a few things here and there,” Ralston said

after her team’s Thursday practice session.
“A few of the girls have talked to me about
becoming tired during long rallies, so
we’ve worked on a few drills to help that
out.”
The Kangaroos of UMKC are currently
2-1 in the Mid-Continent Conference, but
only 4-14 overall. They have defeated Chicago State and Northeastern Illinois in the
Mid-Con while dropping a match with
Valparaiso, which is tied with Eastern in the
West Division with a 1-0 conference mark.
Ralston and assistant coach Glenn
Kiriyama said the UMKC team was young
and “scrappy.”
“They’re definitely young and have a lot
of new people,” Ralston said. “But regardless, we’ll just go in and play our game. If
we play up to what we’re capable of we

shouldn’t have many problems.”
The Kangaroos have a freshman setter,
Meghan Adrian, who was named Mid-Con
setter of the week last week. Adrian had 92
assists over four games last week and is
also ranked third in the conference in aces
per game with .44.
But according to Ralston, UMKC would
likely not prove much of a blocking team
although it may show a strong defense.
“They’re a pretty small team,” Ralston
said. “We expect them to be scrappy and
not block a whole lot, but they will probably play good defense. We’ll just take our
time and make adjustments if we need to.”
The match will be Eastern’s last of a sixmatch home stand in which the Panthers
are 4-1. Junior outside hitter Vanessa Wells
said that playing at home has helped the

team, but an upcoming road trip will not
bother her and her teammates.
“I like playing here a lot,” Wells said.
“But I think we’re ready to travel. You get
a lot more rest on the road. I love being at
home, but I look forward to road trips too.”
The conference match with UMKC will
be a vital one in determining early leadership in the Mid-Con. With a win, the
Panthers will move to 2-0 while UMKC
will fall to 2-2.
“I think we’re ready for them (UMKC),”
Kiriyama said. “We had a pretty good practice (Thursday).”
“We have a lot more intensity now than
(Tuesday against St. Louis),” setter Kara
Harper said. “We were just dead the other
night and we’re going in with more confidence now.”
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By Jeremy Kirk

For the last nine years,
Sheila
and
Terry
Holsapple have been in
the business of confusing and scaring people.
At Earth Born farm
near Greenup, about 20
miles from Charleston,
the Holsapple’s have
taken the celebration of
Halloween to a new level.
The farm is home to a
maze that has both chil-

dren and adults twisting,
turning and wondering
how to get out.
Constructed entirely of
straw, the walls of the
maze are high enough
that even the tallest
people don’t have an
advantage in the
passages. Even in
the daytime the
maze is frustrating, and some
must be pulled
See MAZE page 2
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On the VERGE of the Weekend

Mercury Rev: Retro-rock at its oddest
By Mike Meyer
In order to completely “get” the art-rock band
Mercury Rev, you must first transcend a tiny barrier: The 1990s.
Simply take away all that has been established
in the ‘90s (grunge, alternative, bad haircuts,
etc.) and look back to the previous four decades
or so for musical inspiration.
And what do you get?
With Mercury Rev, you get
big-band horns and do-wop
vocals from the ‘50s, acidlaced lyrics and spiritual nonsense from the ‘60s, disco
beats and prog-rock instrumentation from the ‘70s and
glam-baked, fairy-dusted
kitsch from the ‘80s.
Not a bad mix.
In fact, it’s a curiously
engaging puzzle, and with
the band’s newest release,
“See You on the Other
Side,” the era-varying pieces
find a way to fit solidly
together.
Most showy on the disc
are Mercury Rev’s loungeprone soft tracks, “Sudden
Ray
of
Hope”
and
“Everlasting Arm.” During these two songs, the
band is a passive pawn, rolling without punches
and soothing the listener with martini-swallowed
melodrama. Glittery pompousness is thrived
upon, as demonstrated by the over-use of cheesy
saxophone, sugary backup vocals and shimmery
percussion.

Maze

Concurrently, fans of more up-tempo sounds
will not be disappointed. Mercury Rev finds time
for songs of speed and zest on the album, most
notably with “Empire State” and “Young Man’s
Stride.”
What starts as a simple exploration of piano
tinkering and lyrical whimsicality, “Empire State”
expands while absorbing guitar, clarinet, bass
and synthetic noise (via the band’s Tettix Wave
Accumulator). The result is a relentless, grinding
circus of sounds,
falling somewhere
between Tiny Tim
and The Flaming
Lips.
With “Young
Man’s
Stride,”
Mercury Rev plays
out for appeal
through typical
indie-thrash song
structuring. It’s a
rampant rock song,
utilizing metallic
power chords and
hardcore drumming. Still, phasedout
instrument
effects and aliensounding vocals
keep the band’s
established erraticness alive.
And the vibe remains throughout the album,
most apparent in the band’s most incoherent
song, “Close Encounters of the Third Grade.”
Ghostly, joyous and infantile (but still fully dosed
in musical technicalities), the song is a trip to a
place Mercury Rev knows well: The other side.

from page one

over the walls.
This year, the Holsapple’s
have added a balcony near the
hay maze, allowing the less
adventurous to watch the bewildered glances of those below.
Two or three people usually
stand on top of the bales to
assist the weary.
Only one vapor light provides
nighttime guidance, and Sheila
Holsapple said many people just
give up.
“They get lost a lot,” said
Kenny Beaumont, who walks
on top of the bales giving people tips on how to escape. “If
they didn’t get lost, I’d be out of
a job.”
Beaumont, a relative of the
Holsapple family, said one man
spent over an hour bumbling
around the hay passages – and
refused to be helped.
“The longer he was in there,
the madder he got,” Beaumont
said. “I bet he was in there for
an hour and a half, which is as
long as anybody stays.”
The Holsapples got the idea
for the maze at a fruit and growers convention and expect as
many as 5,000 people to visit

the farm in the third weekend of
this month. People from as far
as Altamont, St. Elmo and
Urbana come to take on the
challenge, Sheila said.
Also located on the grounds
is the Fun House, a chicken
coup converted to a dark maze.
For the cost of $1, the Fun
House provides more confusion
than bargained.
The maze takes people past
coffins and through a dark and
confusing web of hidden doors.
Consisting of four musty rooms,
the Fun House disorients victims
that pass through its doors.
Fifteen-year-old Bo Holsapple, who helped construct
the house, said some people
have difficulty navigating the
maze.
“Sometimes they come back
out the front,” Bo said. “They
hardly ever get through.”
Located in the woods adjacent to the farm is the Haunted
Trail. A rope helps guide people
through the 30-minute walk,
and Holsapple said that “the
nature sounds at night are
enough to put the fear in you.”
For people who like to grab

their pumpkins out of a field
rather than a grocery store, the
Holsapple’s have their own
home-grown pumpkins available.
Sheila said the summer heat
ruined much of the pumpkin
crop, and she has received calls
from wholesalers wanting to
purchase pumpkins.
Sheila said there is a lot of
time preparation involved in
transforming the farm into the
Halloween celebration, but the
effort is worthwhile.
“We seem to get it all done,”
she said. “After the first day you
have to get all the bugs out and
then you can enjoy it.
“You can bring your family
here and you don’t have to
spend a nickel.”
–Earth Born farm is open
from noon to 10 p.m. Friday
and Saturday and on Sunday
from noon to 8 p.m. through
Halloween. The cost of the
hay maze is $1. To get to
Earth Born Farm, take Illinois
130 to Greenup, take a right
at Illinois 121 for a half-mile
and follow the pumpkin signs.
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• Smart Alice will perform at
10 p.m. at Roc’s Tavern, 410
Sixth St . Admission is $2.
Saturday
• University Board will host
comedian Ken Groves at 10
p.m. in the Rathskeller.
Admission is $3.
• The Grateful Dead cover
band, Perfunctory, will perfrom
at 10 p.m. at Roc’s Tavern,
410 Sixth St. Admission is $2.
• Eastern Football will go for
their sixth straight win this season when visiting Norther n
Iowa. Go Panthers !

348-8282
SERVING CHARLESTON & EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY426 W. LINCOLN AVE.
MON. - THURS.: 11 AM - 1:30 AM FRI. - SAT.: 11 AM - 2:30 AM SUN.: 11 AM - 12 AM

Lunch Special Nifty Ten Fifty
One 10” Pizza 2
1 Extra Large
Items & 2 Cokes 2 Toppings Pizza

$

5

$

99
+ TAX

10

50
+ TAX

Additional topping $1.25 each.
Valid only at participating stores.
Expires 10/6/95

Additional toppings $.70 each.
Valid only at participating stores.
Expires 10/6/95

Stu’s

Friday & Saturday

LONGNECKS
1
$ 75
1

$

22 oz.
Bottles

STU’S IS THE PLACE TO BE.

OD!

FAST

®

FO
ICAN

MEX

GET YOUR
HANDS ON
THE
HO
H
OT
TT
TE
ES
ST
T
THING IN
TOWN!
1415 4th St.
348-0911
Open 11 a.m. til
After the Bars Close

BURRITOS AS BIG AS YOUR HEAD!®

ATTENTION:

the WEST PARKING LOT of O’BRIEN
STADIUM is reserved on OCTOBER 7,
1995 For the 20th Annual Panther
Marching Band Festival.
PLEASE REMOVE YOUR VEHICLE BY

6:00 pm on
Friday, October 6
Any vehicle remaining after this time
will be TOWED at the Owner’s Expense.
Your Cooperation in this matter is
greatly appreciated
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‘Seven’ shocking, creepy
By Adam McHugh
Rarely do the opening credits
of a film lend anything to a picture.
But in “Seven,” you experience a sense of impending doom
as they roll, frame by distorted
frame, with occasional flashes of
the murderer’s shocking reading
material as well as paraphernalia
every good serial killer shouldn’t
leave home without.
The opening sequence finds
veteran detective William
Somerset (Morgan Freeman)
meeting up with his soon-to-be
replacement (Somerset is retiring
in seven days), hotshot David
Mills (Brad Pitt).
Rain descends on them as
they shuffle into a seedy apartment, quickly finding an obese
man face down in a plate of
cheap spaghetti. His legs are
bound in wire to his chair, and it
is clear he has been fed to death.
While the murder is bizarre,
they find nothing around the
apartment out of the ordinary.
Somerset, who is tired of the
growing apathy in this unknown
city (Director David Fincher
never lets the audience know
where it is. It could be the boroughs in Queens or the West
side of Chicago), says this murder is “just the beginning” and
quits the case.
The next day, Mills is brought
to a skyscraper where he finds
the remains of a prominent
attorney. This time, the word
“greed” is written in blood on
the carpet, and the killer has left
clues behind.
In an effective scene,

and Somerset are certain the
killer will slaughter until he completes his objective – making
people atone for the seven deadly sins. Each murder forces the
victim to take part in a cruel act
of contrition. With gluttony,
greed and sloth complete,
Somerset
and Mills
Screenwriter Andrew Kevin Walker can only
creates a devilish script, which is bril- helplessly
liantly directed by Fincher, whose only prior await the
work was ‘Alien 3.’”
next examples: pride,
lust, envy
man’s apartment and finds “glut- and wrath.
tony” written in grease behind
Although he seems like the
the refrigerator.
most devious, demented and
In the attorney’s office they intelligent killer ever, he is actualfind fingerprints which spell out ly tracked down through his
“help me.” They finally get a library card. After a confrontamatch and show up with a gang tion with the faceless killer during
of police officers at the apart- a frenetic, shaky chase scene,
ment they think is rented by the Mills becomes tired of
killer.
Somerset’s methodical pursuit of
In probably the most horrific him and begins to lose his temscene of the entire film, they find per throughout the rest of the
the victim of “sloth,” or laziness. film.
As they survey what is left of the
After the “lust” and “pride”
dehydrated body with exposed victims (“pride” is probably the
veins, they find pictures of the most cruel in its evil simplicity;
gradual decomposition of the the victim is given the choice to
man which the killer has taken live or die), the killer casually
over the course of one year.
walks into the police station and
The scene hits a fever pitch as surrenders himself.
the man begins coughing hysteriThe killer, simply called John
cally. Any American who uses Doe (a delightfully evil Kevin
heroin will likely reconsider the Spacey), says he will provide a
habit after viewing this scene.
full confession only if Somerset
Then comes the startling real- and Mills go with him to the
ization that he has slowly killed scenes of the last two murders.
this man over one year, paying
In an uncomfortable scene,
the rent for someone the land- Somerset and Mills escort Doe
lord says is “the best tenant I to an area surrounded by high
ever had.”
voltage wires cascaded in sunWith the third murder, Mills light.
Somerset studies the seven deadly sins in a dark library as classical music softly plays in the background. He gives Mills the information he learns and reluctantly
puts himself back on the case.
Somerset’s fears are realized
when he goes back to the obese

“

The last five minutes will leave
you gasping in shock, as earlier
conversations between Mills’
wife (Gwyneth Paltrow) and
Somerset suddenly serve a purpose.
There is a surprising chemistry between Pitt and Freeman,
as they play off each other
extremely well. Pitt successfully
sheds his teen heart throb reputation with this effort, and
Freeman gives his usual polished
performance.
But it is Spacey, with his gleeful confidence in his masterpiece
of mayhem, that steals the show
– even though the bulk of his
dialogue is in the last 10 minutes.
Screenwriter Andrew Kevin
Walker creates a devilish script
which is brilliantly directed by
Fincher, whose only prior work
was in “Alien 3.”
Fincher creates a very dark
film, using rain and murky crime
scenes as his primary tools. The
film is a Gothic version of
1982’s “Blade Runner,” and also
forms a killer who is a student of
dark literary masters Milton,
Dante and Shakespeare.
Spacey’s relaxed, gaspy-voiced
killer will likely be compared to
the recurring Hannibal Lecter
character in 1991’s “Silence of
the Lambs” and 1986’s
“Manhunter.”
The last scene completely
twists around the stylized thriller,
as rain and darkness are
replaced with glaring sunlight.
You could watch the first and
last 10 minutes of “Seven” and
be shocked by this creepy, effective movie. Grade: B+

Big bands
to compete
at O’Brien
By Katie Vana
O’Brien Stadium will be
filled with big band sound
Saturday as Eastern hosts the
20th
Annual
Panther
Marching Band Festival for
Illinois high school bands.
Dr. Joseph Manfredo,
director of bands, is coordinating the festival this year for the
first time. He is making a few
changes from previous years.
“There is a new scoring system this year and more areas
for awards,” Manfredo said.
The bands are judged in
three categories: music analysis, marching analysis and general-effect show design. There
are also awards for drum lines,
drum majors and auxiliary.
Auxiliary includes flags and the
dance team, Manfredo said.
About 184 buses carrying
the 31 bands will begin arriving at 7:30 a.m.
A panel of nine college and
high school band directors
from throughout the Midwest
will begin judging the bands at
8:15 a.m.
The festival is open to the
public, and admission is $3 for
students and $4 for adults; it
will run from 8:15 a.m. to
5:45 p.m. The Easter n
marching band will perform in
exhibition at 5:30 p.m. and be
followed by the awards ceremony.

THE HONOR OF YOUR
PRESENCE IS REQUESTED
Phi Sigma Pi National Honor
Fraternity cordially invites all students who have at least a 3.00 GPA
and between 12 & 90 credits to
attend these organizational meetings.
Learn what membership in this honor
fraternity can mean to you!
If you have any questions or cannot
attend one of these meetings but are
interested in finding out more about
Phi Sigma Pi, please call (717) 2994710.

WHAT:
“Phi Sigma Pi Meet Night”
WHEN:
October 9 & 10, 7:00 pm
WHERE:
Oct. 9 ~ Arcola/Tuscola Room
Oct.10 ~ Charleston/Mattoon
Room
University Union
WHO:
Students with a 3.00 GPA
& between 12 & 90 credits

PHI SIGMA PI NATIONAL HONOR FRATERNITY
scholarship ~ leadership ~ fellowship
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Psychological thriller ‘Jade’ falls short
By Keith O. Weatherspoon
David Caruso, the red-headed, pearly white booty showing
actor of “NYPD Blue” fame, is
back on the silver screen, in the
new William Friedkin-directed
(“The French Connection,”
“The Exorcist”) psychological
thriller, “Jade.”
Caruso plays David Corelli,
an ambitious assistant district
attorney in San Francisco, who
gets caught in a hypnotizing
web of power, passion and
deceit when a prominent San
Francisco millionaire is mysteriously murdered.
While investigating the brutal
murder, Corelli is confronted
with the realization that his college friend and ex-lover Trina
Gavin, played by new cinema

seductress, Linda Fiorentino, is
the prime suspect.
“Jade,” written by Joe
Eszterhas (“Basic Instinct,”
“Showgirls”), is well-carried by
the three lead actors, Caruso,
Fiorentino and “A Bronx
Tale’s” Chazz Palminteri. The
three take the basic Eszterhas
script of psychological twists,
deception, power, sex and murder and make it work unlike
Eszterhas’ “Showgirls.”
Fiorentino plays a clinical
psychologist married to powerful lawyer, Matt Gavin
(Palminteri).
The Gavins first appear in
the film at San Francisco’s
famed “Black and White Ball,”
where they have invited Corelli
before he is whisked away to
the murder scene at the million-

aire’s home.
From this point on the movie
starts taking strange twists. The
murder weapon is found with
Trina’s fingerprints on it, and
other circumstantial evidence
links the murder directly to her.
The movie’s crime scenes
invoke images of the O. J.
Simpson trial. As Corelli leaves
one of the murder scenes he
tells homicide detective, Karen
Heller (Donna Murphy), “Lets
get all these people out of here,
they’re stepping on evidence.”
As in “Basic Instinct” the
ending leaves you bewildered
and you go home trying to figure out the crime for yourself,
but the movie only grasps for
significant meaning, whereas
“Basic Instinct” left you with a
chill.

Trina Gavin (Linda Fiorentino) and David Corelli (David
Caruso) rekindle an old affair in “Jade,” where they find
themselves caught in a web of power, passion and deceit.
William Friedkin directs from an original screenplay by Joe
Eszterhas. Photo courtesy of Paramount Pictures.

O.J. trial turned entertainment upside down
By Adam McHugh
You could barely hear the television
over the din of biting nails and chattering teeth as various images illuminated
the screen.
A crowd of about 50 people surrounded the television, crawling ever
closer to the flat tube as tensions ran
high.
Suddenly, a deafening roar lit up the
room. Did someone score a touchdown? Were we watching a football
game?
Sadly enough, all of us were watching the fate of O.J. Simpson, who was
acquitted of the murders of his ex-wife,
Nicole Brown-Simpson and her friend,
Ron Goldman.
It seemed ironic that after more than
nine months of scintillating testimony,
startling revelations and more plot
twists than a soap opera, this entertainment juggernaut was over after a paltry

four hours of deliberation by the jury.
Since the conception of Court TV in
1991, many Americans have become
addicted to our judicial system, replacing “Perry Mason” and “L.A. Law”
with Robert Shapiro and Johnnie
Cochran.
While it may seem like a powerful
tool in the education of Americans,
televised trials turn the legal system
into a twisted grudge match – turning
defendants and plaintiffs into judicial
sports teams.
After the verdict was read, about
half of the students present soared to
their feet and cheered. It was clear that
many felt their “team” won.
But this was not a sporting event. It
was someone’s life that was being held
in the balance. If Simpson was convicted, he would be facing life in prison.
And where would those cheerleaders
be then? Probably after a couple
months of debate, they would com-

pletely forget about Simpson and simply get on with their lives.
What is most disturbing about the
media’s overall coverage of the
Simpson case is the stake it has driven
through race relations in America.
While Cochran contributed to the trial
within a trial, regarding the frightening
Mark Fuhr man tapes, the media
focused on the clear racial lines and
tensions which existed during the trial.
Walking around campus on Tuesday
afternoon after the verdict was read,
almost everyone was talking about the
“Trial of the Century.” But between
whites and African Americans on campus, there seemed to be a “we lost” or
“we won” expression on their faces.
Anytime a trial becomes an “us
against them” scenario, the ultimate
victim is normally justice. It is not for us
to say whether Simpson was guilty or
innocent of these crimes. The jury
decided that.

It has been the runaway train of trial
coverage that has taught us to draw
lines between races. Some African
Americans believe Simpson was innocent only because he was black. Some
whites believe Simpson was acquitted
only because the jury wanted to avoid a
repeat of the 1992 L.A. riot. Both of
these attitudes are false.
The onslaught of attitudes which
emanate from the media everyday must
be taken at face value. Everyone has an
opinion on this case. Now that it is
over, some are relieved while others
don’t know where to turn – thirsty for
more O.J.
As you watch the aftershock of this
verdict the next few weeks, remember
what this trial was about: a human
being on trial for the murder of two
other human beings. The judicial system we want – one separate from
murky media coverage – knows no
color.

New adventure game best ever Local theatre
NEW YORK (AP) – Rumbling out of Corley, the beloved company owner.
the desert on a hog comes one tough Henchmen clobber Ben with a 2-by-4,
hombre in a leather jacket. His mis- toss him in the garbage behind a bar
sion: to boot all those sissy computer and sabotage his bike.
games off your hard drive, to crash
The remaining Polecats are tricked
‘em into information superhighway into accompanying Ripburger, who
road kill.
has them arrested after he kills the
``Full
Throttle’’
($59.95, old-timer.
LucasArts, CD-ROM for PC) is for
It’s up to Ben to expose Ripburger,
anyone who ever wanted to join a clear his name and make sure Corley
motorcycle gang but whose Mom said Motors goes to the rightful heir, the
no.
Arguably the best PC adventure
‘Full Throttle’ is for anygame yet, it trashes sci-fi and film noir
one who ever wanted to
knockoffs by adding originality and a
join a motorcycle gang
sense of humor to the usual biker but whose Mom said no.”
arsenal of brass knuckles, motorcycle
chains and tire irons.
It also has the best soundtrack, old man’s secretive estranged daughthanks to fresh, raw-sounding licks ter, Mo.
slammed out by the Gone Jackals, an
The graphic interface for the game
obscure band of heavy hitters who is pretty simple, a biker’s typical
know the difference between electrici- modes of interaction being somewhat
ty and juice.
limited, after all. You can look at peoRide along with Ben Whatisname, ple and talk to them, use things you
the story’s cuddly anti-hero, on his come across, or grab, punch and kick.
quest to clear his name, get his gang
Even though brute force is often
out of jail and save Corley Motors, the the grease that lubes sticky situations,
last motorcycle maker left in America. Ben must use his wits to solve the
``Full Throttle’’ features the same many problems before him. Usually
brand of fast-paced storytelling this means finding things in one place
LucasArts founder George Lucas and putting them to use somewhere
made famous in films ranging from else.
``American Graffiti’’ to ``Star Wars’’
For example, Ben has to use a
and ``Raiders of the Lost Ark.’’ A piece of meat he finds in a thief’s traillengthy animated opening sequence er to help him neutralize a vicious
sets things up. Ben and the Polecats junkyard dog.
wander into the clutches of Adrian
When you put together the right
Ripburger, the evil Corley vice presi- combination of moves, an animated
dent plotting to take over the compa- cut-scene kicks in and Ben is carried
ny and make, ugh, minivans instead to his next challenge. Perform the
of cool Corley choppers.
wrong combination and animated
Ripburger needs somebody to clips show Ben dodging bullets, runframe for the murder of Old Man ning for his life, and the player returns

“

to the beginning of that particular puzzle.
Adventure games are great because
they challenge the mind more than
your reflexes, allowing you to go at
your own pace. But those that don’t
include some real-time action games
sequences within the program can be
dull.
The first action interlude in ``Full
Throttle’’ makes Ben do battle with
rival bikers mano-a-mano on the Old
Mine Road. He has to beat assorted
Rottwheelers, Vultures, punks and
dreaded Cavefish, needing to unseat
them all to gather the proper gear to
move on.
Available weapons include fists,
feet, a bike chain, a plank, a tire iron,
a swinging medieval spiked ball, a
chain saw and, well, you’ll have to figure out the last one for yourself.
Success on the Mine Road leads to a
jet-powered canyon leap, a la Evel
Knievel.
The second action game is an allor-nothing demolition derby that turns
Ben into a human torch, if he’s lucky.
Humor keeps things going whenever the cyberspace scavenger hunt
threatens to bog down. For example,
burly Ben has to swipe a box of fluffy
toy bunnies and properly use them to
get across a mine field.
It’s hard to pinpoint anything
wrong with the game. It set up easily
and ran smoothly with the boot disk it
made during installation. A few braniacs said on the Internet they thought
``Full Throttle’’ was too easy, but even
they raved about how much fun they
had.
Apparently, its only flaw is that the
adventure must come to an end.

group thrives

By Kristin Weiss
The Charleston Alley Theatre plans to continue its tradition of grass-roots community
performances with a dramatization of “The
Creation of the World and Other Business”
next week.
“It’s a dandy play about the creation of the
world through God’s eyes,” said Tonya Wood,
owner of the theater.
The play, by Arthur Miller, will be performed Oct. 6-8 and Oct. 14-17. Tickets are
$5 for adults and $4 for senior citizens and students. It is the final show of the 1995 season.
Even though the theater seats about 40
people, Wood said crowd size doesn’t affect
performances because the acting is top-notch.
“We do damn good work,” she said.
Located at 718 Monroe Ave., across the
street from the Will Rogers Theater, the CAT
appeals to both local residents and Eastern students.
Several Eastern students have performed at
the theater, and auditions for next year’s season will be held shortly after the October
shows. The season will begin in January and
consist of five shows.
Bree Pavey, a senior philosophy and sociology major, performed in her first show ever in
“Caught in the Villain’s Web” at the theater.
“It was a good time,” Pavey said.”There is
art in everyone.”
Wood opened the theater six years ago with
her husband to give actors in the area a place
to perform. Before the CAT, venues has to be
rented for performances.
Wood isn’t sure why she is so entranced by
theater.
“I don’t know why, but you just do it,”
Wood said. “It just gets into your soul.”
For more information, call 345-6070.
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Plenty of action in ‘Assassins’
By The Asssociated Press
Producer Joel Silver and
director Richard Donner, masters of the ultra-violent, have
been to the well so many times
that their films now have the
“been-there, done-that” look.
These are the men who gave
you the “Lethal Weapon” trilogy, and Silver produced the
three “Die Hard” action hits.
Now they collaborate on a
Sylvester Stallone vehicle,
“Assassins,” with the obligatory
car chases, explosions, coldblooded killings and macho challenges. Even the plot is borrowed: the Western formula in
which the brash young gunslinger comes to town hellbent to

dethrone the legendary desperado who is trying to go straight.
In “Assassins,” Stallone is
challenged by madman Antonio
Banderas, who turns out to be
the film’s best asset. With his
quicksilver moves, mischief-filled
eyes and unruly hair, he creates
a fascinating portrait of a No. 1
contract-killer wannabe.
Stallone has been at the top
of the assassination profession
for a long time – too long, he
has concluded. He continues
getting big-money assignments
from the bosses at the other end
of his laptop, but depression
about his tasks shows in his
hangdog face.
And his timing is a bit off.
Banderas and Stallone meet

in a cemetery at the funeral of a
notorious figure; both have
contracts to kill the mourning,
much-guarded brother of the
deceased. The new kid wins the
contest, and the rivalry is
declared.
They meet again in a Seattle
hotel for a case involving a computer disk. What’s on the disk is
unclear, but a lot of people want
it.
The seller is Julianne Moore,
who is just as shady at the two
killers. She makes a handsome
living selling secrets to international buyers.
The Seattle episode leaves a
body count of two Interpol
agents and four Dutch buyers
and makes uneasy allies of

Stallone and Moore. They
decide to sell the disk to the
highest buyer, picking a
Caribbean island for the transaction. Banderas follows them, of
course, and sets up the O.K.
Corral climax.
Action fans will find plenty to
engage them in “Assassins” and
will no doubt welcome back
Stallone to what he does best.
Julianne Moore performs her
duties with skill.
But it is the two-gun Banderas
who contributes the most electricity. When Stallone hesitates
at shooting Moore, Banderas
counsels slyly: “Woman – it’s not
the same as killing a man. You
have to pull the trigger a different way.”

Weekend Special
5 Super Sandwiches

99¢ each
Nutrition For Fitness
Proper nutrition can make your fitness regime complete. Nutrition
information for those interested in
enhancing physical fitness as well as
precompetition training&
performance will be discussed.

Presenter: Melanie Tracy
School of Family &
Consumer Sciences

Monday, October 9,1995,
7:00p.m
Kansas Room, MLK
University Union

Sponsored by the EIU Counseling Center

E Street Band reunion in the wings
NEW YORK (AP) – Will they? Won’t they?
When it comes to the possible reunion of
Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band,
there are more rumors and rumblings than
exits on the Garden State Parkway.
But the boys in the band, whose ties to
the Boss go back more than 20 years,
believe the time is right for their first longterm collaboration with Springsteen in

seven years.
“We’re seriously thinking and considering the possibility of doing something for
real next year,’’ guitarist Little Steven Van
Zandt said a week before the band backed
Bruce on Labor Day weekend at the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame show.
“He’s got to write it, and then we’ll
see,’’ Van Zandt said. “It could happen.’’

$19ºº Rent
til May 96

Sax player Clarence Clemons was more
certain during a summer interview: “Bruce
is definitely going to do a new E Street
Band album.’’ Though the final decision
belongs to Springsteen (who’s typically not
saying anything), the E Streeters agree
their January get-together to make new
music for Bruce’s “Greatest Hits’’ package
was a musical revelation.

FREE Delivery
ICEBOXER

1-800-811-1953

Coke, Pepsi, RC
We Will Not Be
Undersold!

When We
Say
We Ad
Match
Competitors
Ads
WE DO IT!!!

Guaranteed Best Price!
®

®

Prices Effective
Friday, October 6 thru
Thursday, October 19, 1995

100% Quality Satisfaction
Guaranteed

EAGLE THIN
JACK’S
ORIGINAL PIZZA POTATO CHIPS
17OZ. PKG.

3

2/$
2/$

6

3/$
3/$

SELECTED VARIETIES

VESS SOFT
DRINKS

1

1

TYLENOL

HI-C
FRUIT DRINKS

Buy one,
get one FREE!

$$ 47
47

2

50 CT.
PKG.

14.5 OZ.
BAG

97

¢
GAL.

Open 6 am - 11 pm

GELTABS

CHOC-O-DRINK LENDER’S BAGELS

12 CAN
PACK

BEEF STEW

ATM Debit Cards, Master, Visa, Discover Accepted

NEW YORK STYLE

$$ 97
97
DINTY MOORE

Cash Station now
available at
Eastside and
Westside Locations

97

¢
PKG.

128 OZ.
JUG

PLANTER’S ECONOMY SIZE

CHEEZ BALLS,
OR CURLS

1

$$ 67
67

YOUR
CHOICE

DINTY MOORE

SELECTED VARIETIES

MINUTE MAID
ORANGE JUICE

PAPPALO’S
PIZZAS

VARIETY PACK

5

$ 87

$$ 57
57
24 OZ.
CAN

1

$ 77
77
64 OZ. CTN.

3/$ 97

12 IN.
SIZE.

ECKRICH

1

16 OZ.
PKG.

• Open 24 Hours • Money Orders-39¢ • Food Stamps Accepted • Postage Stamps •Lotto • Coupons Accepted • Xerox Service • All Stores Now Accept ATM Debit Cards

SUPER FOODS
200 WESTERN AVE. - MATTOON

OPEN
24
HOURS

WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER
1460 E. STREET - CHARLESTON

OPEN
24
HOURS

EASTSIDE SUPER MARKET
960 18TH ST. - CHARLESTON

55 YEARS OF CUSTOMER CARE
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

Sublessors

For Sale

Announcements

Announcements

$1000 FUNDRAISER fraternities,
sororities & student organization.
You’ve seen credit card fundraisers before, but you’ve never seen
the VISA fundraiser that pays
$5.00 per application. Call Donna
at 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive a FREE
camera.
_______________________11/1
Piano Tuning $25. repair, refinishing, rebuilding. 25 yrs. exp.
Andrew Williams 268-3505.
______________________10/16
COSTUME
RENTAL-HUGE
SELECTION, REASONABLE
RATES! GRAND BALL COSTUMES 345-2617
______________________10/31
Full/Part Time Day Care,
Openings, License Applied,
Reasonable Rates 349-8714
______________________10/11
Insurance too high? Save money
on your auto and motorcycle
insurance. Call BILL HALL 3457023 or stop by HALL INSURANCE 1010 East Lincoln
_______________________10/6

The Coalition Against Domestic
Violence will train interested volunteers to staff our hotline.
Volunteer training begins October
6th. Call the CADV for more information 348-5931.
_______________________10/9
$5,000-$8,000
MONTHLY
Working distributing our Product
Brochures. Get Paid-We Supply
Brochures. F/T or P/T. For FREE
Info Write: Director, 1375 Coney
Island Ave., Ste. 427, Brooklyn,
NY 11230
_______________________11/8
Delivery person wanted part time,
apply in person after 4 pm,
Pagliai’s Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston
______________________10/10
LITTLE CAESAR’S In Mattoon is
now hiring DELIVERY DRIVERS
Full-time or part-time positions
are available. Flexible scheduling,
Great Pay. Apply in person at 900
Charleston Ave., Mattoon.
_______________________10/9
Brian’s
Place
needs
Doorman/sec. staff. Apply in
Person 2100 Broadway, Mattoon
234-4151
_______________________10/6
China 88 1140 Lincoln Daytime &
Night-time waitress Needed.
Inquire Within.
______________________10/11
Night owls who like independence and responsibility may
wish to take this opportunity to
earn some money on the
weekends. Now hiring for Mid-8a
shift Fri and Sat nights to work
with developmentally disabled
adults in a group home setting.
Apply in person at Tull House,
1911 18th St., Charleston; 3453552.
______________________10/12
Use your own phone to update
City directory information.
Contact Bill Hall 345-7023 or stop
by 1010 East Lincoln for more
information.
_______________________10/6
Instructors Needed: The Mattoon
Area Family YNCA is currently
taking applications for the following: Aqua Fitness Instructors,
Aerobic/step Instructors, Weight
Room
Supervisors,
Gym
Supervisors, and Life Guards.
Applications can be obtained at
the Mattoon YMCA, 221 N. 16th
St.
_______________________10/9
$40,000/YR. INCOME potential.
Home Typists PC users. Toll Free
(1) 800-898-9778 Ext. T-2262 for
listings.
_______________________10/6
FAST FUNDRAISER—RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVATED
INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY—NO
FINANCIAL
OBLIGATION
(800)862-1982 EXT.33
_______________________11/2

Female needed to sublease nice
apt. now. Close to campus. Pay
1/4 utilities. Rent only $100/mo.
Will have own room. Contact Amy
at 345-7579. Leave message on
machine.
_______________________10/5
Sublessor needed ASAP $150.00
month OBO. Call 581-6069
______________________10/18
Sublease clean 2-bedroom furnished for price of unfurnished!
Spring semester. Water, trash
included. 345-7176
_______________________10/6
Female Sublessor needed for Sp.
96 call Maureen at 348-7523 for
more information.
______________________10/13
M or F subleaser needed for 4
bedroom apartment in Charleston
living with 3 other college students, have own room, washer,
dryer. $160.00 month. Contact
Clay 217-342-4521
______________________10/13
Apartment on the Square, perfect
for 2-3 people. Water, heat, trash
included. Available Spring. Call
348-0349
______________________10/13

15x8 reverse rims, tires, 5 lug
directional style, like new firsts
Geo Trackers, side kicks. Ask for
Clay $375.00 348-7844
_______________________10/9
Good Computer For Sale Does
not include Printer or Monitor.
$750 OBO! 581-3407
_______________________10/6
Cannondale Killer V500 W/: Rock
Shox Mag. 21 susp. fork. $1200
new, make an offer. Must see to
appreciate. Call Mark 348-0870
_______________________10/9
HONDA ELITE 150cc RUNS
GREAT LOW MILES $800 3481283 TIM
______________________10/11
Your parents will love the savings
on Schwinn bicycles for Oakley’s.
Many new & used bikes. Large
selection—very competitive
prices. 2601 Marshall. Mattoon.
234-7237.
_______________________10/6
Roc’s Tavern Saturday the 7th
Noon-5 p.m. Excess Equipment
Sale: Beer Neons, Beer signs &
mirrors, mixing board, strob light,
stage lighting, etc., etc.
_______________________10/6
PIONEER CDX-FM65 6-disc CD
player, $300 obo. Bel 500i
Radar/Laser Detector $25. Both
New, Never used. 581-3557.
______________________10/12
‘86 Z28, Camaro, all power,
T/Tops, Cruise, Very Reliable,
Must sell-laid off, $3,850 balance
on loan. 349-8714 or 345-7915
after 6:00 p.m.
______________________10/11
MACINTOSH COMPUTER for
sale. Complete system including
printer only $499. Call Chris at 1800-665-4392 ext. 8935.
______________________10/11
85 FORD Escort Runs Good.
$600 Must sell. Call Evenings
967 5928
_______________________10/9
1988 Pontiac Sunbird SE. AC,
Automatic, sunroof, AM-FM cassette, 83,000 miles. $3,750. 8493747 or 581-2178 - leave message for Alan Haga.
______________________10/13

ATTENTION HOMECOMING
CHAIRS ORDER YOUR POMPS
AT TOKENS BY FRI. OCT 6TH
ASK FOR IRA.
_______________________10/6
DID YOU KNOW YOU CAN SHIP
A PACKAGE, PROCESS FILM,
ORDER BALLOONS, CASH A
CHECK, BUY COOL EIU
CLOTHES, AND GET STAMPS
ALL AT TOKENS? OPEN
EVERYDAY IN UNIVERSITY VILLAGE.
_______________________11/3
SPECIALS SPECIALS SPECIALS Check our special tanning
prices! Call 345-911+1. European
Tan Spa.
______________________10/13
FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVATED
INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY-NO
FINANCIAL
OBLIGATION.
(800)862-1982 EXT. 33
_______________________11/2
All new bulbs, all new uptown
look, 10 tans $28.00 thru Fri.
Keep that tan you worked so hard
for at Jamaican Tan 410 7th St.
348-0018
_______________________10/6
EIU and First Christian invite you
to a potluck Sunday at Morton
Park from 1-3:30. Meat and drink
furnished bring a dish to share.
_______________________10/6
Michelle & Libby-Ruck,Scrum, &
Maul for a Try. Sue
_______________________10/6

Fellowship of Christian athletes
and First Christian Church are
proud to host Danny Green
Sunday 7pm and Monday at 645
at the Charleston High gym.
_______________________10/6
Old time revival with nationally
known Dr. Earl Bowers Sun thru
Wed. First Christian Church 4th &
Jackson 7pm.
_______________________10/6
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA would
like to THANK those who supported our Philanthropy! We
appreciate your help!
_______________________10/6
Jaime Bicker of Alpha Gamma
Delta: Happy Birthday to someone who deserves nothing but the
best! Love Always, Jen.
_______________________10/6
All ladies come join the Pikes for
our 1st annual Pajama Jamy Jam
Pre party censored Breakfast at
Stu’s 7:00-11:00.
_______________________10/6
Confidential To The Beta Class of
Tau Kappa Epsilon TG-I-7-F-D
_______________________10/6
Allyson, Saturday night was great. I
am glad I met you. Homecoming
will be even better! Bryan
_______________________10/6
Good Luck to the EIU Womens
Rugby Team Saturday. Let’s kick
some butt on our own field! Sue
_______________________10/6
TRI-SIGMAS: Fire up for the Great
America fundraiser this Weekend!
_______________________10/6

Services Offered
$331.00. Sell 72 college T-shirtsprofit $331.00. Risk free. Choose
from 27 designs, or design own.
Free catalog 1-800-700-4822.
______________________10/27
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Seasonal and full-time employment available at National Parks,
Forests & Wildlife Preserves.
Benefits + bonuses! Call: 1-206545-4804 ext. N57381.
_______________________10/6
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Fishing
Industry. Earn up to $3,000$6,000+ per month. Room &
Board!
Transportation!
Male/Female. No experience necessary 206-545-4155 ext. A57381.
_______________________10/6
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Earn up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean,etc.).
Seasonal and full-time employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information
call 1-206-634-0458 ext. C57381.
_______________________10/6
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian languages required. For information
call: 206-632-1146 ext. J57381.
_______________________10/6
$ CRUISE SHIPS HIRING!
Students Needed! $$$+Free
Travel(Caribbean,
Europe,
Hawaii!) Seasonal/Permanent,
No Exper. Necessary. Guide.
919-929-4398 ext C1038.
______________________10/13

For Rent
Vacancy need to be filled immediately. $150.00 per month plus utilities. Call Tony for details. 3454323.
______________________10/12
1 Br furnished Apt. 1 block from
Old Main. Water and trash included. A must see! call 345-9110. If
no answer leave a message.
_______________________10/9

For Sale
Used CD’s! The area’s largest
selection of used CD’s, cassettes,
concert T-shirts, and video
games. We buy sell, and trade.
Music Exchange 512 N. 19th St.,
Mattoon. 234-3668
______________________10/12
1993 Nissan 240sx, red, 5 spd,
ac, ps, pb, tilt, am/fm cass, alarm,
34K, $12,300 obo. 345-6326.
______________________10/11
TAMA DRUMSET awesome deal
$ 1295 Lots of extras Call Chris
For INFO. 348-0247 work 3480127
_______________________10/6
Pioneer 16cm Coaxial two way
80 watt car speakers $50 or more
Call Amy 581-5105
_______________________10/9
For Sale: 1995 Honda CBR 900,
1250 miles. Call 774-5293.
_______________________10/6
LOFTS:Fit bolsters. Will deliver.
Leave a message 581-3460
______________________10/12
IBM PSI 486 Computer/Printer
Loaded! $1550.00 Call 832-2409
_______________________10/6

campus clips

Announcements

MISS BLACK EIU Contestant Informational is coming soon. Be on the
look out all of you interested ladies.
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION Social. Oct. 8 6pm.
Afro-American Cultural Ctr.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Spring Haven Clean-Up. Oct. 7 9am. Meet at
McDonalds on Lincoln.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Bowling. Tonite 9pm. Meet in front of Union bookstore.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Weekend Masses. Oct. 8 11am. &
4:30 pm. Coleman Auditorium.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Sunday “Cent” Super. Oct. 8 5pm. 2202 4th
St.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Lighthouse. Tonite 6pm. Basement of W.F.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA pledge meeting. Oct. 8 8pm. Oakland Rm.
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA Law School Caravan. Oct. 9 All Day. University
of Illinois.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR Rehearsal/Mini-Retreat. Oct. 6
6pm. FA Bldg. Rm. 013.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Worship Service. Oct. 8. 10:30
a.m. Christian Campus House.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Walk-A-Thon. Oct. 7 10:30 am. Meet at
campus pond pavilion.
MINORITY AFFAIRS 1992 MAP Students Meeting. Oct. 10 6pm. Blair
Hall 108.

HORSE BOARDING ONLY 1 1/2
MILES SW FROM CAMPUS
PHONE 345-6453 OR 348-8774
______________________12/11
The AST’s would like to thank
Sigma Pi for a GREAT function
last night! You deserved it!!
_______________________10/6

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

Lost & Found
FOUND: Ring - 2nd floor Clinical
Services, advisement night on
Oct. 3. Identify at office (203) or
call Linda at 2712.
_______________________10/6

FRIDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

OCTOBER 6

WTWO-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

News
NBC News

News
Inside Edition

News
Wheel of Fortune

SportsCenter
Running of Devils

Wings
Wings

Love Connection
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Commish

Roseanne
Simpsons

Beyond 2000
Next Step

Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye

Funniest Home...
Funniest Home...

Wheel of Fortune
Inside Edition

Dweebs
Bonnie Hunt

Baseball Playoff
Game 3

NHL Hockey

Murder, She Wrote

Hercules

Washington Week
Wall St. Week

Barbara Walters
Interviews

Strange Luck

Cheetah Family

Center Street
Big Changes...

Movie: Blues
Brothers

Movie: Prince
for a Day

Pickett Fences

Movie: Live
Wire

Xena: Warrior
Princess
News

Movie: Daddy’s

X-files

Beyond 2000

St. Elsewhere

Night Court
Simon & Simon

Star Trek: The
Next Generation

Rivals!

Duckman
Movie

News
MCLaughlin Group

America’s Most...
Cops

Next Step
Beyond 2000

Sneak Previews
Movie

American Gothic

In the Beginning

Dyin’...
Movie: Carmen

Dateline NBC

News
David L. (10:35)

News
Nightline(10:35)

Sports Center

Miranda

Unsolv. Myst.

SATURDAY

OCTOBER 7

P.M. WTWO-2
WCIA-3
News
6:00 News
MASH
6:30 Inside Wknd.
of Fortune
Dr. Quinn,
7:00 Wheel
Hoosier Millionaire Medicine Woman
7:30 Jag
Touched by an
8:00
Angel
8:30 John Larroquette Walker, Texas
9:00 Home Court
Ranger
9:30 Sisters
News
10:00
From the Crypt
10:30

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

Baseball Playoff
Game 4

College Football:
Miami at
Florida State

Weird Science
Weird Science
Movie: Weekend
at Bernie’s

Family Matters
Instant Riches
Movie: Rooster
Cogburn

Lawrence Welk

Movie
con’t
Movie: The
Verdict

Roseanne
Cheers
Martin
Preston Episodes

Movie Magic
Know Zone
Terra X
Treasure Hunters

Steam Railroads
Pike’s Peak by Rail
Big Jazz Festival
Big Slide Guitar

Wrestling con’t

Great Railways
Journeys
Movie: The Year

Jeff Foxworthy
Drew Carey
News
H. Patrol

College Football
Scoreboard
SportsCenter

Wings
Duckman
Movie: Love
Kills

News
Night Court
Movie

Waiting for God
Dr. Who

Andy Grififth
Marathon

Cops
...Wanted

of Living Danger...
Commish

Baywatch

Wings

Fiddlers Jamboree

Too Something
Misery/Company

Justice Files

Nothing Like It

Midnight Caller

Rivals!

Who’s ... Sing

SUNDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

Movie: Animal
House

OCTOBER 8

WTWO-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

News
Inside Wknd.

60 Minutes

Baseball Playoff
Game 5

NFL Primetime

Movie con’t

Pinky/Brain
Sister, Sister

Ghostwriter

Movie Con’t

Space: Above
and Beyond

Human Nature

Lonesome Pine

Movie: Rocky V

Brotherly Love
M. Adjustments

Cybill
Almost Perfect

Aerobics

Murder, She Wrote

Kirk
Simon

Nature

Movie:Donor

Simpsons
Too Something

World of Discovery Dennis Wholey

Mad About You
Hope & Gloria
Movie:Captain
Ron

Central Park
West
New York News

Figure Skating

Renegade

Cleghorne!
First Time Out
News

Masterpiece
Theater

Married...
Misery/Company
Baywatch

Target: Pearl
Harbor

News
Land’s End

Marshal
News
Siskel & Ebert

Silk Stalkings
SportsCenter

Silk Stalkings

Night Court
One West Waikiki

Commish
All Creatures
Gr. Tour
Mystery!

Barbara Walters
Interviews

Baywatch Nights

Crocadiles
Justice Files

Visionaries
EIU Connection
Lynch Colloquium

National
Geographic
Explorer

...Home Video

Network Earth
TBA

Movie:

The Daily Eastern News

Announcements
FORGET the cartoons and get
o v e r y o u r H a n g o v e r. W h y Womens Rugby vs. Ball State.
When - Saturday, 11:am. Where
- by campus pond.
______________________10/6
MACON GOSNELL of TRISIGMA: Have an awesome
Birthday!! Love, your Big Sis.
______________________10/6
Holly Harbaugh-Congratulations
on getting engaged to Matt
“Brother Downs” of Phi Delta
Theta at U of I! Just remember
to Buck it up Pilgram! Sig Kap
love from your cleanest roomie,
Nicki.
______________________10/6
RUGBY DAY, Sat Oct 7 on 4th
Street by the campus pond.
Wa t c h t h e Wo m e n ’s R u g b y
team take on Ball State at 11:00
am. Come join the excitement!
______________________10/6
COME TO SPIKES, COME TO
SPIKES, COME TO SPIKES,
CITIZEN KAYNE IS LIVE SATURDAY NIGHT
______________________10/6
Rugby Rugby Rugby Rugby
Rugby Rugby Rugby WOMEN’S
R u g b y. C o m e w a t c h E I U
Women’s Rugby club take down
Ball State on Sat. Oct 7 at 11:00
am by the campus pond of 4th
St.
______________________10/6
D E LTA TA U D E LTA : M I K E ,
JARED, JOHN, MATT, “BUCK”,
R E N N Y,
C L I N T,
KEVIN.
TONIGHT IS LOCKIN, TOMORROW THE REST OF YOUR
LIFE BEGINS. I WILL BE
PROUD TO CALL YOU DELT
BROTHERS. FRATERNALLY,
SUVAS
______________________10/6
To the Alpha Epsilon class of
Delta Tau Delta: It’s been a long
time and you’re almost there!!
Yo u g u y s a r e t h e B E S T a n d
GOOD LUCK this weekend!
Love, Jenny
______________________10/6
Wo m e n t a c k e l i n g Wo m e n
RUGBY - Need I say more.
11:00 am Sat Oct. 7 on 4th St.
by the campus pond. No
Alcohol Allowed.
______________________10/6
AST’S and Dates—Put on your
cowboy hats and boots, and get
ready for a hay stompin’ good
time tonight!!!
______________________10/6
C o n g r a t u l a t i o n s H E AT H E R
STILLWELL of AST on getting
lavaliered to Casey Miller of
Lambda Chi Alpha.
______________________10/6
SIGMA CHI Football, Soccer
and Whiffelball IM’s: you look
GREAT! WAY TO GO 5-0! I am
so PROUD of you! Love, Amy
______________________10/6
Missy Smith and Sherry Miller of
Alpha Phi: I miss my kiddo’s!
Get excited for barndance!
Love, Amy
______________________10/6
Jim DeGeorge of Pe Kappa
Alpha and Angela Cosenza of
Alpha Phi - Tuesday night was a
blast! I have the greatest parents! Thanks. Love you daughter, Jen
______________________10/6
ROSES ARE RED PICKLES
A R E G R E E N P I Z Z A’ S A
HOLLER BUT JOEY’S A
SCREAM Joey’s Delivers 3452466
_____________________10/12
Sig Eps: get excited for the Shot
Gun Wedding function. We can’t
wait to see you there! Love the
Alphas
______________________10/6
George & Zach, thanks so much
for being great coaches! Love
your Alpha girls
______________________10/6
Missy Swartzbaugh—CONGRATULATIONS on your promotion to assistant Manager at
DONUT DELITE!! Love, from
the Quad.
______________________10/6
A-Phi ALPHA BETA’S NEED to
be at 9th St. 5:00 on Sunday
Oct. 8th! See you there!
______________________10/6
Hey A-PHIS!! get ready to
Boogie in the Barn on Saturday
- 8:00!
______________________10/6
Alpha Phis FOUNDER’S DAY
dinner at 9th ST., 5:00 Sun Oct
8th. Meeting is after dinner.
______________________10/6
A-Phis: come meet Martha
Foote Crow and Jane Higaboom
on Sunday Oct. 8th at 5:00 in
the yellow house.
______________________10/6
H O R S E B A C K R I D I N G AT
R I L E Y C R E E K S TA B L E S . 5
min. from campus. 348-1424.
Hayrides and bonfire area.
______________________10/6

classified advertising
APPLY NOW!
If you take pride in
your work and are
seeking an employer
who appreciates
their employees, we
have the job for you!
Offering: Great
Benefits (full time
staff only), Full or
Part Time, Flexible
Scheduling All
Shifts,
Advancements
Opps.
Positions available: Activity
Director, Activity
Aides, Habilitation
Aides, Physical
Therapy Aide,
Programmers,
Cooks/Dishwashers,
Whether you are a
student, professional, retiree, or just a
solid individual looking for a good job,
join our organization
today.

738 18th St.,
Charleston, IL
M-F 8-8,
E.O.E.

SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIEND!

Place a

BIRTHDAY AD
with a
PHOTO AND
MESSAGE
in

The Daily
Eastern
News
(Deadline: 3 Business Days
Before Ad is to run)

When your
money’s
running out,
and the rent
is coming due...
Sell your stuff in

The News’
Classifieds!

THEY WILL
WORK FOR
YOU!!

Friday, October 6, 1995

7B

8B

Friday, OCTOBER 6, 1995

official
notices

Official Notices are paid for by
the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices
should be directed to the originator.

SPRING FINAL EXAM
INFORMATION
Please be aware that the Final
Exam Schedule for Spring 1996
is published on page 2 of the
Spring Semester 1996 Class
Schedule. If you no longer have
a class schedule, copies are
available on the shelf outside
Registration Office, basement
of McAfee southeast entrance.

Pumpkin Patch &
Straw Maze

Oct. 6 - Oct. 29
Fri. & Sat.: 12 - 10PM
Sun.: 12 - 8PM
Closed Oct. 15 at 4PM

On the VERGE of the Weekend

— Frank Hohengarten, Dean,
Enrollment Management

137. — Dorothe Johnson, Coordinator

INTERNSHIP/FIELDWORK
All leisure studies majors or
minors planning to take their
internship or fieldwork during
the Spring or Summer Semester 1996 must attend the following meeting: Tuesday, October 17, 4 p.m., McAfee-Room

REGISTER FOR PLACEMENT NOW!
Students graduating this academic year (Fall ‘95, Spring ‘96,
Summer ‘96) or seeking a
spring or summer internship
should register for placement
now. Cost to Register: $20

Donna’s Hair Crea tions
1408 Sixth St. ~ Charleston ~ 345-4451

Video Imaging
Perms- Nails
Haircuts- Waxing
Haircoloring

(Includes programmed disk,
weekly job vacancy bulletin
[available in our office or mailed
to students internship or student
teaching], access to JobLine!
and SignUp!, use or our laser
printer, on-campus interview
opportunities.)
SPECIAL
PACKAGE: $30 (Includes
everything in the regular registration package plus valuable

employer guide[s], plus two [2]
sets of credentials mailed.) The
Special Package is available to
undergraduates/graduates
while supply last. For additional
information, come to the Career
Planning and Placement Center, SSB Room 13 or call 5812412. — Shirley A. Stewart,
Director, Student Services &
Career Planning/Placement
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LARGE SELECTION NEW & USED
GUARANTEED REPAIR SERVICE
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C
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EARTH BORNE FARMS

Paul Mitchell ~ Redken ~ Biolage ~ Matrix

1/2 mile West of

appointments not always necessary

Schwinn U-Locks
reg. $35 S
SAALLEE $$1199.. 9955

DRIVE A LITTLE,
SAVE A LOT!

2601 Marshall, Mattoon

Ph. 234-7637

Greenup on Rt. 121.

Follow the signs.

(217)923-3035

Happy 19th Kelley!

Good
Times.
Great
Food.

706 & 708 Jackson Ave. Charleston, Il
Jewelry ~ Art ~ Antiques ~ Pottery ~ Commercial
Kitchenware ~Vintage Clothing ~ Iron Works

348 - 1905

Attention
Taylorville Area Students
A piece of home has just arrived in Mattoon.
Look out Panther’s
here’s your new
employee. Brotherly
love, Brian

Topless
Dancers!
Tonight
at

Panthers

Visit Lyle’s Family Barbershop.
See your old friend Justin Hill.

1913 Western Ave.
Mattoon 234-7112
CAREER
SUCCESS
LIFELONG
ADJUSTMENT

RISE TO THE TOP.

SHORT AND
LONG RANGE GOALS

We’ll assess your skills and give
you the tools you need to set your
feet on the path to a fulfilling career.

SELF ASSESSMENT BY OTHERS

• Letter writing • Interview
Training • Resume Preparation
• Career Occupations
• Inventory • and much more

PERSONAL VALUE SYSTEM

CALL TODAY! 258-8601

CAREER CHOICE, INC.
80 Broadway • Mattoon, Illinois

Must Be 18 to
enter

NO ALCOHOL
9pm - 2am

open
M-F 8-6 Sat 8-4

cause you health problems unless
it is corrected. Call today for a no
obligation examination to see if
you have suffered a hidden injury.

Get Checked
Today...
You may have suffered a neck
or back injury. You may think
that the pain and stiffness will
go away. If vertebrate in your
spine are misaligned, this will

Be sure, before it is too late.

Drs. Don & Nancy
Selvidge
Chiropractic Physicians
Charleston 345-1190
Mattoon 235-4664

Bar
&
Grill

•50 Giant Gourmet Burgers•
•Chicken Wings•
•Fresh Oysters•
WE DELIVER
348-8055

Part-time work
Out-of-Home
Commission & Earning Potential
Create your own hours!

Call 849-2818
Excel Telecommunications

Sp
S
p ee cc ii aa ll
Cues and Case
$14.95-$17.95
Big ugly
Pawn Brokers
yellow
4th and Madison
325 E. Madison

building.

More Than Just Costumes!
•Gag Gifts & Novelties
•Lifesize Character Standups
•Magic & Juggling Supplies
•Face Painting
•Make-up & Wigs
•Adult Games & Toys

Extended
Halloween Hours!

609 Sixth St.
Mon. - Fri. : 10-8
345-2617

Sat.: 10-5
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Daily: 7:30, 9:45
Sat.&Sun. Mat. 2:30

HAVE YOU
REGISTERED YOUR
ORGANIZATION FOR
1995-1996?

Fri & Sat 1:45, 4:30, 7:15, 9:50 • Sun/Mon 1:45, 4:30, 7:15

Fri & Sat 1:30, 4:15, 7:00, 9:45 • Sun/Mon 1:30, 4:15, 7:00

REGISTRATION FORMS CAN BE PICKED UP
IN THE OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE,
MLK JR. UNION, ROOM 316

Daily: 7:00, 9:15
Sat.&Sun. Mat. 2:00

DEADLINE EXTENDED ~

OCT. 13, 1995

Fri & Sat 1:45, 4:30, 7:15, 9:30
Sun/ Mon 1:45, 4:30, 7:15

